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The amplitude of past and future seismic shaking is central to the SCEC purview. We 
made significant progress on the topics of strong shallow seismic waves, nonlinear 
attenuation of these waves, and the closely related topic of nonlinear behavior at 
seismogenic depths. We concentrated on the nonlinear behavior of shallow S waves in 
frictional materials [1]. We are continuing work on the nonlinear failure of shallow 
viscous muddy soil. With regard to triggered and induced earthquakes, we studied well-
known outcrops in Colorado and New Mexico of the K-Pg boundary that have triggered 
earthquake faults that have not slipped again [2]. We began investigation of nonlinear 
failure near the rupture tip of large events and the origins of local stress concentrations. 
Nonlinear attenuation of vertically propagating S waves. We have continued to 
examine the effective rheology of the shallow subsurface associated with nonlinear 
attenuation of strong seismic waves. Our approach differs from traditional Masing rules 
that relate stress to strain [3-6]. Masing rules predict seemingly unreasonable behavior 
(e.g., a fault that continues to slide at constant stress with rate and state friction remains 
locked at a constant stress). We consider flow-law rheologies: For vertically 
propagating S waves in laterally homogeneous structure, the anelastic strain rate 

€ 

ʹ ε  
increases rapidly with resolved horizontal shear traction 

€ 

τ , which is given by the 
product of elastic strain (total strain 

€ 

e  minus anelastic strain 

€ 

ε ) and the shear modulus, 

€ 

(e −ε)G . For an ideal plastic material, the anelastic strain rate is extremely slow below 
the yield shear traction, 

€ 

τyield  and extremely rapid above that traction. For a frictional 
rheology, the anelastic strain rate goes from quite slow to quite fast around a shear 
traction 

€ 

τ f . The anelastic strain rate increases slowly with shear traction for a viscous 
material. Frictional and viscous rheologies are in wide use for other branches of 
geodynamics and should be appraised for shallow nonlinear attenuation. Flow law 
formalisms are readily, but with computational burden, extended with tensors into 3 
dimensions. Working numerical code exists [7,8]. We have developed fast and simple 
numerical code [1,9-10] for vertically propagating S waves in laterally homogeneous 
structure that includes motion in both horizontal directions, variable fluid pressure, and 
variable the coefficient of friction, but density remains constant. Damage lowers the 
frequency of the resonant layer. Its rate 

€ 

−∂G /∂t  is proportional to the anelastic strain 
rate 

€ 

ʹ ε . Subsequent healing slowly returns 

€ 

G  to its pre-quake level. 
Large earthquakes provide natural rheological experiments where strong high-

frequency S waves arrive with strong high-frequency P waves over extended periods of 
time. Simple expressions for vertical waves relate dynamic shear traction on horizontal 
planes to dynamic resolved horizontal acceleration 

€ 

ares measured at the surface, first, 

€ 

τ f = ρaresZ = ρgµeffZ  (1) 
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where 

€ 

τ f  is the frictional failure stress resolved into the direction of particle motion, 

€ 

ρ  
is density, 

€ 

g is the acceleration of gravity, 

€ 

Z  is depth, and 

€ 

µeff  is the effective 
coefficient of friction (we ignore fluid pressure for brevity and because it is 
unimportant at our sites). That is, the maximum dynamic acceleration in g’s from a 
vertical S wave is the effective coefficient of friction; thus strong S waves within 
frictional soil clip at in g’s at the coefficient of friction. Second, a derivation analogous 
to that of (1) applies: the shallow dynamic stress from P waves is 

€ 

ΔσP ≈ ρaPZ , where 

€ 

aP  is the dynamic acceleration from the P wave. A simple failure criterion when P 
waves are present is 

€ 

τfail = µeffPlith + µdiffΔσP , where lithostatic pressure is 

€ 

Plith = ρgZ  
and 

€ 

µdiff  is the differential coefficient of friction for changes in normal traction. A trial 
failure criterion for strong S waves in the presence of strong P waves is 

€ 

aS
g

⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ < µeff + µdiff

aP
g

⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ , (2) 

where upward acceleration is positive. The tensional downward cycle of P waves 
should suppress S waves. The P waves overtake S waves enhancing suppression. 
Suppressed S waves (once attenuated) do not regenerate when dynamic tension wanes. 
As expected, the predicted peak S wave acceleration approaches zero for 

€ 

µeff = µdiff  at a 
downward acceleration of 1 g when the soil comes into vertical tension. Tobita et al. 
[11] examined records from station IWTH25 above the hypocenter of the 2008 Iwate-
Miyagi earthquake. They found that S waves were indeed suppressed, but that some S-
wave energy still made to the surface while strong tensional P waves were present. 
They attributed this effect to interlocking structure of cracks that came into tension but 
still supported some horizontal shear traction. 

In contrast, muddy soil might testably behave with a mildly nonlinear viscous 
rheology. The anelastic strain rate increases slowly with dynamic shear traction. The 
material begins to fail at weak dynamic stresses, but the anelastic strain rate at high 
dynamic stresses is low enough that the high dynamic accelerations at these stresses 
may occur. The shear strength of the material also may not depend on lithostatic stress 
and hence dynamic vertical acceleration. We tested these hypotheses with real data. 

We considered the records recorded at KiK-net station FKSH10 (latitude 37°9′ 
30.0″ N, 140°5′ 46.0″ E) from the 2011 Tohoku mainshock [1]. The structure is known 
to be horizontally homogeneous enough that the borehole station provides good 
predictions for low-amplitude arrival at the collocated surface station [12]. Nonlinear 
effects were concentrated within a ~4 m thick layer, likely human-made rubble. 

Multiple nonlinear effects complicate analysis. (1) Nonlinear attenuation directly 
diminished the signal. For a frictional material, horizontal acceleration in g’s would be 
bounded by the effective of coefficient in the absence of strong P waves. A co-located 
borehole station is not needed to observe this clipping. Sites above viscous mud will not 
have sharp clipping. (2) Damage reduced the seismic velocities within the uppermost 
reverberating layer and thereby increased the velocity contrast between the surface 
layers and the underlying more intact rock. This effect increased the strength of the 
resonance and hence the amplitude of the signal.  Co-located borehole stations 
(available in Japan) are valuable in detecting the onset of this effect, for S waves [3,13-
15] and P waves [16]. The frequency effect allows us to recognize that onset of 
nonlinearity at low horizontal accelerations. (3) The signal arrived from numerous 
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patches on a large fault plane [e.g., 17-19]. In the absence of intrinsic attenuation along 
the raypath, the acceleration spectrum would be approximately flat. However, both high 
and low frequencies arrived from nearby patches, while the low frequencies 
preferentially arrived from distal patches. The arriving signal was thus mildly stronger 
at lower frequencies. This effect increased amplitude at the reduced resonant frequency 
relative to the undamaged frequency, which with effect (2) made raw surface horizontal 
acceleration an unreliable indication of nonlinear attenuation. We observed the 
predicted effects for viscous mud at FKSH10 [1]. The resonant frequency decreased 
while shaking was strong and recovered when shaking waned. Our numerical models 
represent the generic effects. The dynamic horizontal acceleration exceeded 1 g. 

We have continued with data recorded at KiK-net station KMMH16 (32.7933°N, 
130.822°E) for 2016 Kumamoto mainshock and strong foreshock. This station rests on 
a plateau of natural Late Pleistocene weathered pyroclastic deposits north of the Akitsu 
River, not landfill at FKSH10 [20]. There were strong P waves to potentially suppress S 
waves. The structure is reasonably horizontally stratified [12] to apply transfer 
functions to predict low amplitude surface arrivals from the borehole records. The 
correlation between predicted and observed surface arrivals deteriorated once the 
resonant frequency of the resonant layer decreased and strong tensional P waves did not 
suppress S waves (Figure 1). We have submitted paper to BSSA and will also present 
paper with full written version at	11NCEE that also discusses nonlinear interaction of 
reverberating S waves with the surface rupture. 
 

A           B  
Figure 1: Analyses of the 2016 Kumamoto sequence. (A) The correlation between 
observed surface signal and predicted signal from borehole signal by transfer 
functions obtained from small aftershocks deteriorated when the elastic moduli of 
the reverberating layer decreased in the mainshock. Vertical line is eyeball estimate 
of onset of nonlinearity from time-domain signal. (B) Polar plot of resolved 
horizontal acceleration versus vertical acceleration for the strong foreshock. Strong 
horizontal accelerations persisted during the tensional downward P wave. 

Outreach on extreme seismic waves. As outreach, the PI worked in the field near 
Trinidad CO and Raton NM with Peter Olds and junior college students on earthquake 
faulting induced by extreme seismic waves from the K-Pg impact. We found an 
induced normal fault that slipped only once with a throw of ~1 m at the time of the 
impact layer at two well-known localities near Madrid CO. The event occurred after the 
arrival of strong Rayleigh waves as the spherule bed, which arrived later was offset and 
disrupted by seismites. In the 2017 season, we examined the well-known Goat Hill 
locality at Raton NM. Multiple fault splays offset the K-Pg impact layer and ~30 cm of 
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overlying siltstone. The fault as not slipped again analogous to the Madrid fault. We do 
not have good estimate of the duration in time represented by the siltstone. We have 
published paper in SRL [2]. We will continue work in Montana and the Dakotas. 
Determination of past Love wave and near-field velocity-pulse amplitudes. We 
developed a paleoseismic method by examining rock damage from Love waves and 
near-field velocity pulses [21-23]. Our scaling method utilizes the relationship that 
Love waves and near-field velocity pulses from strong events produce dynamic strain 

€ 

ε dyn =V /c , which is proportional to dynamic velocity 

€ 

V , and inversely proportional to 
the phase velocity 

€ 

c . That is, we constrain past peak ground velocity (PGV). In 
addition, future shaking above our estimated past PGV produces nonlinear failure and 
is a limit on future shaking. The dynamic strain of these waves varies slowly with depth 
within the uppermost few hundred meters; simple relationships arise, if it is considered 
to be constant. The dynamic stress is 

€ 

τdyn = εG , where the shear modulus 

€ 

G is a 
function of depth. At failure, 

€ 

τdyn  equals the failure stress 

€ 

τfail, 
  

€ 

τdyn = ε dynG = τ fail = µ(Plith − Pfluid ) ≈ µgz(ρ − ρw ) , (3) 
where 

€ 

µ  is the coefficient of friction, 

€ 

Plith  is lithostatic pressure, 

€ 

Pfluid  fluid pressure, 

€ 

z  
is depth, 

€ 

ρ  is rock density, and 

€ 

ρw  is fluid density. The approximate equality applies 
for constant coefficient of friction, constant densities, and the water table at the surface. 
We proposed that damaged seismic regolith self-organizes by low-cycle fatigue [24] so 
that 

€ 

G follows (3) [21-23]. In the approximate case, 

€ 

G /z is constant with depth in the 
damaged zone. The shear wave velocity 

€ 

β = G /ρ  varies approximately with the 
square root of depth. We took advantage of the prediction in (3) that 

€ 

G /z will vary 
predictably from a constant, if the past water table was not at the surface. The low 
coefficient of friction in clay-rich rocks [21] predictably causes 

€ 

G /z  to be lower. 
We have already examined all available reasonable quality well logs from 

seismically active areas. For current work, we obtained estimates of past dynamic strain 
from multiple sites in the Parkfield area [21]. We have requested results from rupture 
calculations by the SCEC community, where earthquake rupture ends south of, within, 
and at the northern end of the Parkfield segment to provide dynamic strain and PGV 
estimates for comparison. We will ask again for this information once this report is in. 
Seismogenic-zone rupture processes. As proposed, we began investigation of 
nonlinear near-fault processes during rupture. Our objective is to study processes that 
produce residual stresses that become pre-stresses for the next large earthquake. It is 
not to slightly improve models for dynamic rupture. We recognize that that the net 
dissipation of energy at the rupture tip on a fault patch matters to the gross progress of 
the earthquake away from the patch. This feature is merely a well-known application of 
St. Venant’s principle; [e.g., 25, pp. 39-40]; the stress and strain at a point depend 
weakly on the details of stress and strain within distant regions. There are multiple 
aspects to nonlinear behavior in near-fault environments and their relationships to local 
stress concentrations. We generated confusion in our proposal by discussing them 
together. We discuss them under separate headings. We also realize that we need data 
and/or simple numerical coda to quantify processes that are beyond the tractability of 
current full 3-D numerical codes. Scaling relationships provide starting points. 

Societally, stress concentrations play a significant role in the propagation of major 
earthquake ruptures. The P wave may trigger rupture at a stress concentration on the 
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fault plane with the net effect of supershear rupture [26-27]. The “forbidden” range of 
rupture velocities for homogeneous initial conditions [e.g., 28] does not apply. Rupture 
may jump to a nearby fault allowing a large earthquake to grow even larger [28-31]. 
Parkfield mainshock. A testable prediction is that some jumps to supershear are only 
partly successful. Then observable minor earthquakes should occur ahead of the rupture 
front and S wave on high-stress patches. In analogy, earthquakes usually remain small. 
We have obtained Parkfield Pilot Hole digital seismograms from the 2004 mainshock 
and are working with William Ellsworth. We have identified 2 Mw ~3.5 candidate 
events. Examination of small aftershocks near the mainshock hypocenter showed strong 
coda radial and transverse in the P-to-S interval. We are now attempting to distinguish 
these events from coda converted from P waves. In general, a weak P may precede a 
strong S from an earthquake, but it takes a strong P to produce a strong S wave by 
conversion. The transverse signal of our events is similar to known Mw ~3.5 
aftershocks near the array. There are no Mw ~3.5 events in the appropriate position to 
apply template methods [32-33]. We are looking for smaller recorded aftershocks to 
apply templates. We will also check surface stations near the borehole. Our work is the 
first on Pilot Hole mainshock data. We are checking for supershear rupture [34]. 
Reflection of high-frequency S waves from the slipping fault plane. Our work on 
major earthquakes including the Tohoku, Landers, and Kumamoto mainshocks shows 
that strong high-frequency body waves arrived as both S and P over extended durations. 
High-frequency body waves (from other parts of the fault plane) also impinge on the 
fault plane itself. The fault rheology should not distinguish these waves from the low-
frequency shear traction driving the gross rupture. The high-frequency waves may 
reflect from or be transmitted through the fault plane thus interrogating its rheology. In 
addition, strong impinging waves may nonlinearly strengthen the fault plane, locking it 
near the end of slip, thereby creating slip and stress heterogeneity. 

Scaling relationships depend on the 

€ 

τdyn = ρβV , where 

€ 

β is S-wave velocity and its 
derivative 

€ 

∂τdyn /∂V = ρβ and slip velocity versus shear traction on the fault 

€ 

∂Vslip /∂τ . 
Our existing numerical code is easily modified to include rapidly varying S waves 
perpendicular to the fault imposed on constant shear tractions and slip associated with 
the gross earthquake. We tell if the oscillating S waves nonlinearly strengthen or 
weaken the fault. We will model faults with rate and state friction and dynamic 
weakening mechanisms. We will also include a low velocity reverberating region near 
the fault. Once this work is in hand, we will collaborate with Eric Dunham to locally 
impose high frequency S waves into a more complete dynamic rupture model. 
Near-fault anelastic failure. We proposed to examine rupture tip processes that 
produce near-fault anelastic failure and hence residual near-fault stress concentrations. 
This topic produced confusion; we are not trying to slightly improve rupture models. 
The basic aspects are well known: A significantly large rupture with given slip-
weakening distance produces seismic waves that exceed the near-fault strength. Near-
fault failure adds to macroscopic friction effectively increasing the slip weakening 
distance [35-36]. Earthquake rupture is complex [e.g., 38-42]. Basically, we need to 
quantify our inferences beyond scaling. Exhumed near-fault rocks are often pervasively 
fractured and heterogeneous, some fractures will break while other parts of the rock 
remain intact. The stress-drop on a failed fracture may range from slight to near total. 
The residual stresses are pre-stresses in the next event that preferentially fail. 
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